We present a new analysis of the stellar mass function and morphology of recently-quenched galaxies (RQGs), whose star formation has been recently quenched for some reason. The COSMOS2015 catalog was exploited to select those galaxies at 0.2 < z < 4.8, over 1.5 deg 2 of the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) UltraVISTA field. This is the first time that RQGs are consistently selected and studied in such a wide range of redshift. We find increasing number density of RQGs with time in a broad mass range at z > 1, while low-mass RQGs start to grow very rapidly at z < 1. We also demonstrate that the migration of RQGs may largely drive the evolution of the stellar mass function of passive galaxies. Moreover, we find that the morphological type distribution of RQGs are intermediate between those of star-forming and passive galaxies. These results indicate that RQGs represent a major transitional phase of galaxy evolution, in which star-forming galaxies turn into passive galaxies, accompanied by the build up of spheroidal component.
INTRODUCTION
Galaxies are an important constituent of the universe, and are known to evolve throughout the cosmic time. As such, it is crucial to disentangle the process of their formation and evolution, in order to better understand the history of the universe. There are two major classes of galaxies, namely, star-forming and passive galaxies, but an evolutionary link between these two classes is still not well understand. A seminal work by Kauffmann et al. (2003) demonstrated that the two classes have distinct stellar mass distributions, with the star-forming class dominating low-mass galaxies (stellar mass M 10 10.5 M ⊙ ). Transition from star-forming to passive galaxies must be accompanied by quenching of star formation in any form, whose process(es) may depend on the properties of individual galaxies, such as stellar mass and surrounding environment (e.g., Peng et al. 2010) .
A potentially important population to probe the above quenching process(es) is post-starburst galaxies, characterized by the spectra being dominated by A-type stars (Dressler & Gunn 1983) . These galaxies are thought to be in a short period along the galaxy evolution, when the precedent active star formation was recently quenched . Their lifetime is estimated to be 0.1 -0.6 Gyr (Wild et al. 2009; Snyder et al. 2011 ). Post-starburst galaxies are frequently observed with spectral signatures of active galactic nuclei (AGNs), which have been found in X-ray, optical, and/or mid-infrared (IR) wavelengths (Brown et al. 2009; Alatalo et al. 2016 ). This may suggest that the star-formation quenching may be driven, at least partly, by energy input from AGNs (see also Matsuoka et al. 2014 Matsuoka et al. , 2015 . Cales et al. (2011) found that post-starburst quasars are split into an equal Electronic address: ichikawa@cosmos.phys.sci.ehime-u.ac.jp 1 Research Center for Space and Cosmic Evolution, Ehime University, 2-5 Bunkyo-cho, Matsuyama 790-8577, Japan.
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number of spiral and early-type host galaxies, and that the luminous objects tend to exhibit morphological disturbance, which may suggest the merger origin of these systems. High fractions of merger signatures were also reported for post-starburst galaxies by, e.g., Zabludoff et al. (1996) , Yang et al. (2008) , and Wong et al. (2012) . On the other hand, the majority of post-starburst galaxies are found in field environment (Zabludoff et al. 1996) , and no clear dependence of morphological evolution on the surrounding environment has been found for this class of galaxies (e.g., Vulcani et al. 2015) .
Meanwhile, investigation of post-starburst galaxies is still limited compared to those of star-forming and passive galaxies. This is partly due to a much smaller number density of post-starburst galaxies than the other two classes; roughly 0.01 -1 % of local galaxies are found in post-starburst phase, depending on the selection criteria (e.g., Zabludoff et al. 1996; Quintero et al. 2004; Goto 2007) . This problem may be alleviated by selecting poststarburst analogs with photometry data alone, which enables to construct a much larger sample of galaxies than would be possible with secure spectroscopic data. Indeed, such photometrically-selected "recently-quenched galaxies" (RQGs) have been studied at z < 2, with the imaging data from, e.g., the NEWFIRM Medium-Band Survey (Whitaker et al. 2011 (Whitaker et al. , 2012 ) and the UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007 ) Deep Survey (Wild et al. 2016) .
In the present work, we exploit the exquisite multiband photometry data from the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) in order to study RQGs. The COSMOS field has been observed to very deep depths over ∼2 deg 2 , across the electromagnetic spectrum from X-ray to radio wavelengths (Scoville et al. 2007 ). In particular, deep near-IR data (see below) enable us to construct a robust sample of RQGs out to very high redshift; in this study, we investigate the stellar mass function and morphology of RQGs at 0.2 < z < 4.8. We assume the cosmological parameters of Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 throughout this work. All magnitudes are presented in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) , unless otherwise noted.
SAMPLE SELECTION
This work exploits the COSMOS2015 catalog (Laigle et al. 2016) , in which the source detection is based on the near-IR data taken from the UltraVISTA survey (McCracken et al. 2012) (Arnouts et al. 2002; Ilbert et al. 2006) , with the spectral templates taken from Polletta et al. (2007) and Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03) . These templates do not explicitly include a spectrum of post-starburst galaxies (such as that from Kriek et al. 2010 ), but post-starburst galaxies may be accounted for partly by the above BC03 templates, with the assumed starburst ages ranging from 0.03 to 3 Gyr. Here we simply assume that the redshifts of our RQGs are reasonably determined with the adopted templates, and defer a more detailed analysis of photometric-redshift accuracy to a future work. The present work uses photometric redshifts for all the galaxies, and does not exploit spectroscopic information of any individual galaxies. Absolute magnitudes were derived with the best-fit spectral templates, while stellar masses were estimated with the BC03 models, assuming the Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. We removed X-ray sources in this work, given that their redshift, absolute magnitude, and stellar mass estimates are relatively uncertain.
The samples of galaxies used in this work are selected as follows. First, we extract all the galaxies from the COSMOS2015 catalog in the UltraVISTA fields, excluding those in masked regions or with matched Xray detection. We then remove objects with absolute magnitudes N U V > −25 mag, since a small fraction of COSMOS2015 objects have catastrophically bright N U V magnitudes for unknown reason (C. Laigle, private communication) . This work makes use of the limiting masses of 90% completeness (M full lim ) presented in Laigle et al. (2016) , and selects galaxies more massive than M full lim at each redshift. A discussion about possible selection effects is found in the following section.
Next, we classify the extracted galaxies into starforming, passive, and RQG classes based on their colors. Broad-band selection of these classes of galaxies have been commonly performed (e.g., Fontana et al. 2009; Drory et al. 2009; Ilbert et al. 2010) . In particular, the rest-frame U , V , and J-band colors have been frequently used for galaxy classification (e.g., Mendel et al. 2015) . The spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of passive galaxies have a strong Balmer/4000Å break, which effectively separates star-forming and passive galaxies in a broad-band color space. In this work, we adopt the color selection with the rest-frame N U V , r, and J bands (Ilbert et al. 2013) . The COSMOS2015 U band refers to the CFHT/MegaPrime u * band, whose filter transmission extends to a slightly longer wavelength than the 4000Å break; this makes the N U V band a better tracer and green dots represent star-forming galaxies, passive galaxies, and RQGs, respectively. The cyan, pink, and gray lines represent the color tracks of simple stellar populations by the single burst model, exponentially declining model, and constant star formation model, respectively (see text). The big dots and triangles mark the stellar ages of 1 and 2 Gyr, respectively, in each model. The arrow represents dust extinction corresponding to A V = 1 mag (Calzetti et al. 2000) .
of the blue side of the 4000Å break, in a given spectrum.
In order to establish the color selection criteria, we calculated the typical colors of galaxies with the BC03 models. We assumed simple stellar populations with three different star-formation histories, i.e., a single starburst with 0.5 Gyr duration, an exponentially declining star formation rate (∝ e −τ ) with τ = 0.1 Gyr, and a constant star formation rate. The results of these calculates are presented in Figure 1 . The SEDs of RQGs have a strong Balmer/4000Å break contributed by A-type stars, which makes their N U V − r colors redder than those of star-forming galaxies (e.g. Martin et al. 2007 , Ilbert et al. 2013 ). In addition, this diagram allows to distinguish RQGs and passive galaxies, due to the bluer SEDs (bluer r − J colors) of RQGs at >4000Å compared to passive galaxies. Figure 1 demonstrates that RQGs, which corresponds to the age around 1 Gyr in the single burst or the exponentially declining model, can be selected at the top left corner of the diagram. Our selection criteria of starforming galaxies, passive galaxies, and RQGs are represented by the black solid lines, which are defined as:
for star-forming galaxies, (N U V − r) > 2.5 and (N U V − r) > 3(r − J) + 1 and (r − J) > 0.5 for passive galaxies, and (N U V − r) > 2.5 and (N U V − r) > 3(r − J) + 1 and (r − J) < 0.5
for RQGs. The separation between star-forming and passive galaxies (the diagonal line in Figure 1 ) is identical to that used by Ilbert et al. (2013) , which is nearly parallel to the direction of dust reddening. The separation between star-forming and RQGs (the horizontal line in Figure 1) corresponds to the epoch of 0.2 Gyr after the star formation is stopped in the single burst model. This is based on the hydrodynamic simulations of galaxy mergers presented by Snyder et al. (2011) , who demonstrated that a galaxy may be selected as a post-starburst system after ∼0.2 Gyr of the merger (and starburst) event.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated the number density of galaxies separately for the UltraVISTA UD and Deep area, above the 90% completeness mass, and combined them with inverse-variance weighting if both the UD and Deep measurements are available in a given mass bin. Then we fitted the observed mass functions with the Schechter function (Schechter & Press 1976) , which is defied as
Given the small sample size of RQGs at z > 3, we fixed α of those galaxies to the value obtained at 2.5 < z < 3.0. Figure 2 presents the derived stellar mass functions at z = 0.2 − 4.8. The top nine panels compare the functions of the three classes of galaxies, while the bottom three panels compare those in different redshift bins. The present stellar mass functions are broadly consistent with the past measurements for star-forming and passive galaxies (Ilbert et al. 2013; Davidzon et al. 2017 ). The best-fit parameters of the Schechter function are summarized in Table 1 .
At the top right in each of the top panels, we report the number fraction of the three classes of galaxies, integrated over the whole measured mass range. The fraction of star-forming galaxies increases with time toward z ∼ 3, which is close to the peak epoch of the cosmic star-formation rate density (Madau & Dickinson 2014) , and then starts to decrease toward the present-day universe. The fraction of passive galaxies increases with time across the redshift, reflecting the decreasing fraction of star-forming galaxies. The fraction of RQGs is much smaller than those of the other two classes, and stays nearly constant at the level of ∼2 %. This is the first time that the stellar mass functions of RQGs are consistently measured in such a wide range of redshift. The mass functions at z > 2 have a clear peak at around log(M/M ⊙ ) ∼ 10.5, while those at z < 1.5 rise monotonically toward the low-mass end. We found growing number density of RQGs with time at almost all the available masses at z > 1. The increase in number of log(M/M ⊙ ) ∼ 10.5 galaxies decelerates at 1.0 < z < 2.5, while lower-mass galaxies continue to increase during the same period. Then low-mass galaxies start to dominate the RQG population, resulting in the rapid steepening of the mass function toward the present-day universe. The deficit of massive RQGs in the local universe is consistent with the earlier finding by Wild et al. (2016) .
Since RQGs are a short-lived population and are continuously formed by quenching starburst in star-forming galaxies, the above differential increase/decrease in number as a function of mass reflects two factors. One is the evolution of stellar mass function of star-forming galaxies, and the other is the efficiency of the quenching process(es) at each mass. It is becoming clear that the starformation quenching comes in (at least) two flavors. The so-called mass quenching is efficient at log(M/M ⊙ ) > 10.5, while less massive galaxies are thought to be more sensitive to the environmental quenching (Peng et al. 2010) . It would be interesting to see, with hydrodynamic simulations of quenching processes, whether the observed evolution of the stellar mass functions of starforming galaxies and RQGs could be reproduced in a self-consistent way. This is a subject of future works.
The rapid increase of low-mass RQGs toward the local universe may be responsible for the observed flatterning of the stellar mass function of passive galaxies, at the lowmass end. Following the recipe in Whitaker et al. (2012) and Wild et al. (2016) , here we demonstrate that the evolution of the stellar mass functions of passive galaxies can indeed be reproduced, at least partly, by adding the observed RQGs to the passive galaxies that existed in the previous era (i.e., in the adjacent higher redshift bin). Since RQGs are recognized as such only when the stellar population is dominated by A-type stars, they have a relatively short lifetime. We assume the typical RQG lifetime of 0.2 Gyr in this work, based on the recent estimate by Wild et al. (2009 Wild et al. ( , 2016 . The results are presented in Figure 3 , which suggests that most of new low-mass passive galaxies are formed by the migration of RQGs. This is consistent with the earlier results by Wild et al. (2016) . However, we observe a clear deficit of new passive galaxies at high mass side. This result may point to an additional path of passive galaxy evolution, e.g., dry mergers of galaxies. Ciotti et al. (2007) pointed out an importance of dry mergers for later evolution of elliptical galaxies, after they were formed in a process similar to monolithic collapse at high redshift, in order to reconcile the scaling laws observed in the local universe. On the other hand, the assumed RQG lifetime of 0.2 Gyr clearly overestimates the number of local passive galaxies at z < 0.5. This is alleviated when we assume the longer lifetime of 0.6 Gyr, which is the maximum value suggested by Wild et al. (2009) . Alternatively, this may indicate that a large fraction of RQGs are rejuvenated from passive galaxies with recent minor mergers, as suggested by Dressler et al. (2013) and Abramson et al. (2013) for a sample of post-starburst galaxies at z ≤ 0.5. Roughly a half of the observed RQGs must be formed by such a rejuvenation, in order to reproduce the evolution of passive galaxies at z < 0.5 with the RQG lifetime of 0.2 Gyr. Combined with the disappearance of massive RQGs in the local universe, the above results may indicate a fundamental difference in the formation and evolution of RQGs, at high and low redshifts.
Next we investigate the morphology of the three classes of galaxies. We use the Zurich Structure & Morphology Catalog v1.0, which classifies structures of COSMOS galaxies based on the Zurich Estimator of Structural Types (ZEST) algorithm described in Scarlata et al. (2007) . The ZEST classification has three main morphological classes, namely, early, disk, and irregular classes. In addition, bulgeness and irregularity 4 are measured for disk and elliptical galaxies, respectively. Here we concentrate on galaxies at z < 2, where the morphological Fig. 2. -Top nine panels: the stellar mass functions derived in this work, as well as in the previous studies in close (but not exactly the same) redshift ranges. The blue, red, and green points and lines represent the star-forming galaxies, passive galaxies, and RQGs in this work, respectively. The cyan and orange lines represent those of star-forming and passive galaxies in the previous studies, taken from Davidzon et al. (2017) (long dashed lines) and Ilbert et al. (2013) (short dashed lines) . The number fractions of the three classes of galaxies, integrated over the whole measured mass range, are indicated at the top right of each panel (the color coding is the same as for the lines). Bottom three panels: the stellar mass functions of the star-forming galaxies (left), passive galaxies (middle), and RQGs (right) at different redshifts. The lines represent the best-fit Shechter functions, restricted to the mass range above the 90% completeness mass at each redshift. We have no ability to probe the lower-mass regime than plotted here, which would require deeper near-IR observations than available now.
classification is relatively complete and reliable, and with logM * ≥ 9.9, i.e., above the 90% mass completeness limit at z = 2.
The results of this morphological investigation are presented in Figures 4. As expected, star-forming galaxies are dominated by disk galaxies at all the redshifts. Among the star-forming population, bulge-dominated disk galaxies and early-type galaxies increase their fractions with the passage of time, while irregular galaxies decrease its fraction. Meanwhile, passive galaxies have a much larger fraction of early type morphology. As in star-forming galaxies, there is a clear trend of pure disk galaxies transiting to bulge-dominated and earlytype galaxies. Overall, the results shown here are consistent with the general picture, that disk galaxies dominate star-forming galaxies and passive galaxies have a higher fraction of early-type morphology.
On the other hand, the early-to disk-type ratios of RQGs are intermediate between those of the star-forming and passive galaxies. No clear trend of morphological evolution is found for RQGs, except for the emergence of regular early type toward lower redshift. This is consistent with the above argument, that RQGs are likely in a short transition phase from star-forming to passive galaxies. Finally, we discuss the possible selection effects in the present study. Since our samples of galaxies are extracted from a near-IR selected, COSMOS2015 catalog, they are fairly complete down to the 90% completeness masses, presented in Laigle et al. (2016) and used throughout this work. Galaxies below the completeness masses are not considered, and so we cannot rule out the possibility that lower-mass galaxies behave quite differently from those studied here. However, due to the exquisite depth of the UltraVISTA survey, the completeness masses are always below the characteristic masses (M * ) of the stellar mass functions of the three classes of galaxies, out to the highest redshift considered in this work. Hence the present results are fairly general, though deeper observations are necessary to probe the whole populations of RQGs and other galaxies, down to very low-mass regime.
SUMMARY
We exploit the COSMOS2015 catalog to investigate the stellar mass function and morphology of recently quenched galaxies (RQGs) at z = 0.2 − 4.8, selected over 1.5 deg 2 of the COSMOS UltraVISTA survey field. Our findings are summarized as follows. 1. Number density of RQGs increases with time in a broad mass range at z > 1. Then low-mass RQGs start to grow their number very rapidly toward the present-day universe, which may be due to a quenching process working effectively in low-mass star-forming galaxies, such as the putative environmental quenching. 2. The evolution of the stellar mass function of passive galaxies may be driven largely by the migration of RQGs, assuming the RQG lifetime of 0.2 Gyr. This migration naturally reproduces the flattening of the stellar mass function of passive galaxies over time. However, additional evolutionary paths may be required for high-mass passive galaxies and for RQGs in the local universe, which might include dry mergers and rejuvenation of passive galaxies. 3. The morphological early-to disk-type ratios of RQGs are intermediate between those of star-forming and passive galaxies. This is consistent with the argument that RQGs represent a short transitional phase of galaxy evolution, when star-forming galaxies turn into passive galaxies, accompanied by the build up of spheroidal component.
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